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View | Collaborate | Redact | Publish
Brava!™ for Documentum xCP makes it easy to view
documents, CAD drawings and images in virtually any
file format, enabling users to collaborate efficiently
with markup tools and threaded discussions—
critical functionality that helps streamline business
workflows and processes. Seamlessly integrated into
Documentum xCP, Brava! helps organizations save
money (no need to buy multiple software applications
and pay for training), increase productivity (quick
and precise searches, streamlined collaboration and
approval processes) and enhance security (redaction
tools remove sensitive content).
Cross-Platform Viewing and Collaboration
Brava! makes it easy to view and collaborate on content in virtually any file format,
including Microsoft® Office documents, PDF files, CAD drawings, image files and
more—all from within a zero-footprint, browser-based client. Because Brava! requires
only a browser to run on the client—and it is compatible with all major web browsers—it
works on PCs, Macs and even the Apple ® iPad®. There’s no need to purchase multiple
software applications or toggle back and forth between interfaces because Brava!’s
seamless integration makes it easy to work on documents right from the Documentum
xCP environment.

FEATURES
Universal file viewer: View and
collaborate on files in any format,
without the native applications.
OpenText Brava! for Documentum xCP
offers vector-based viewing, so text and
graphics are crisp at tight zoom levels.
™

™

Zero-footprint HTML client: View,
annotate and redact documents within
all major web browsers on PCs, Macs
and the Apple iPad .
®

®

Fast and accurate searches: Robust
search features and thumbnail page
views allow fast and precise access to
specific content.
Changemark™ notes: Step through
comments, ensuring no change
is missed.
Easy-to-use redaction tools:
Completely remove sensitive data from
documents; don’t just hide it.
Watermarks and banners: Add
labels like CONFIDENTIAL or DRAFT
to documents and publish them in
PDF and TIFF formats. Add stamps
with static text or images, or pull in
data, such as the current date or the
computer’s IP address.

Ideal for collaborative workflows such as review and approval cycles, Brava! lets users
comment on and mark up any document or drawing without modifying the source
document. Users can add stamps such as APPROVED or CONFIDENTIAL, or import
any JPEG, GIF or PNG image. They can also create custom stamps that automatically
insert current system information like the user name and date. Users can add and reply
to Changemark™ comments, recording an audit trail of both the discussion and the
outcome. All comments and markups are saved in a separate XML file.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Brava! is fast, with robust search features that let users quickly find the documents
they need. Brava! can search on key phrases within documents to quickly and precisely
access related content.

The Brava! HTML5 client is compatible with
Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox ,
Google Chrome™ and Apple Safari .

E N T E R P R I S E I N F O R M AT I O N M A N A G E M E N T

Brava! supports virtually all document, image
and CAD file formats, including PDF.
®

®
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Use resizable thumbnails to quickly scan complex drawings for the
page you need.

Changemark threaded discussions record all comments

Dynamic stamps update document status, pull in dates and more.

Easy-to-use redaction tool lets you remove privacy data.

Brava! allows you to add watermarks and banners for display
on screen and/or on printed documents. These can include
Brava!’s easy-to-use redaction tools enable removal of sensipredefined labels like CONFIDENTIAL and DRAFT, as well as
tive information from documents, drawings and images. Redact
information such as the user, date and even the IP address of
sensitive content manually, by intelligent pattern matching and
the user’s machine.
by text search.

Easy-to-Use Security and Privacy

Users can completely remove proprietary information
or privacy data from a document—not just hide it—then
finalize the redactions to a new PDF or TIFF file. The original
file remains untouched in the repository.

Add electronic signatures

Work with CAD drawings
Brava! offers vector-based viewing for CAD geometry and text,
delivering crisp lines and sharp, legible views at tight zoom levels.
With Brava!, users can turn off layers to simplify the view, change
the background color and view block attributes. An easy-to-use
zoom window lets users quickly pinpoint specific areas, and pans
are smooth and responsive.

Brava! makes it quick and easy to add an electronic signature and
the date. Create a signature mark that embeds the signer’s name
and title, then add that signature to any document and create a What Our Customers Are Saying
PDF of the signed document.
“With Brava!, what used to take several weeks now takes a day
or two.”
Publish documents
Transform any document to PDF, PDF/A, PDF/E or TIFF for “Brava! has been invaluable for streamlining our document review
archiving or convenient sharing. Burn in markups and even process. It’s very reliable and easy to use.”
convert Changemark notes to PDF comments to include “With Brava!, data is much easier to retrieve and to share with
external resources in a review process. For additional security, regional offices across the country.”
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